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INEQUA口TIES RELATED WITH CARLSON'S INEQUALITY

SORINA BARZA AND EMIL C. POPA

Ab!itract. We prove a ge11erahzatio11 of Cadson's inequality. We·improve a previous equivalent
inequality of Carlson's inequality anc.l give some examples.

1. Introduction

Let { a 11}, n = I 2 be, , . . . a sequence of nonnegative numbers and / a measurable
function on [O, oo]. In 1934, Carlson [4] proved that the somewhat·curious mequalities

00 . 00 l 00
芷 邵< vn(I:a吖 (Ln鸞 ）＼
n=l n=l n=l

(1)

and

1= lf(x)ldx :S fir(100 J2(x)d严）f (100 X勺2(x)dx) t, (2)

hold and C = -J,i is the best possible in both cases.
In 1936 Hardy (6] presented two simpler proots of (1) and (2). He has also showed

there that the inquality

(!(O)) 4~4100 J2(x)dx 100尸(x)dx (3)

is equivalent with (2).We have equality in (3) when f is an exponential.The inequality
(3) is also g·1ven as an exercise in variational methods in [HLP, page 194(Th.263)], In
particular Hardy observed that (1) follows in fact from Schwarz inequality L XnYn~

(L x~) ! (Ly~) ! apllied to the sequences Xn = a11 (c\'+ {3n爭 and Yn = (a + f3正）L
We remark here that (1),(2) and their generalizations have application to some moment
problems (see [8]) ,in the interpolation theory (see [5],[9],[10]) and optimal reconstruction
of a sampling_ signal (see (3]).

The airri of this paper is give further generalizations and related related results of 2
and (3).Tl

（）
1e main results (Theorems 2.1,2.3,2.4) are stated and proved in Section 2. In

Section 3 we- prove other results and present some conc;lus\ons ar1.d remar~s,
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2. Integral Inequalities Related with Carlson's Inequality
---- . ... ..... -'•'... •'...

Theorem 2.1. Let J, g : [O, oo} ---* JR be Lebesgue measurable /11.ntions and g l,e
dif]crcntiablc. If 叭0) = 0, lirnx--1cx, g(x) = oo and O < m = infxE[O,=) g'(:r,) < oo,lhcn

(fo00 f (x)dx) 4 :S 三 100 !2位）dx 1= g2位）f化r:)dx (4)

Proof. Let ,\ > 0 a.n<l let, S =~霑 /2 (X)dx and T = ft g爭 ）12位）d怎
If S = oo or T = co,then (4) holds trivially so we may without loss of generality

assume that S < co and T < co. By using the Schwarz inequality and elementary
calculations we fln<l. that

(loo f(x)d(x)) 2 = (loo J(x) A 十軻 (a;)
g'(x)

g'(x) 2

.X + {9(1:)2
d(x))

5 「 ，＼十軻 (x)
o g'(x)

J爭 ）dx「g'(x)dx。A十軻 (x)

< 1 1－一 (AS+
g(x) oo . 7T'

-T) arctan—I=- 1(AS+ :_T)m .,\ .,\ o 2m . .,\

By choosing .,\ =矗 we obtain that

(fo00 J(x)dx) 2~ 蓋菡

and (4) is proved.

Remark 2.2. The inequality (4) is a generalization of Carlson i11equality (2). We
get it just by taking g(x) = x.

Theorem 2.3. Let J : (0, 1] -+ JR be Lebesgue measurable function and p, q E [O, 2)
Then

（／。
J(x)dx)" ::; B2 (2 - p 2 一叮 ／2 2 。i子 (X) dx lo (1 - X)子 (x)dx (5)

where B(勻L早 ）is the Euler beta function.

Proof. Let A > 0 and let S = J«。~X于 (x)dx and T = 盐(I-x)q/2位）dx.
If S = oo or T = oo,then (5) holds trivially so we may without loss of generality

assume that S < oo and T < oo.By using the Schwarz _inequality and elemen_tary calcu
lations we find that

(/1 f(x)dxf = (1 J(x)/泣 +_!_(1-x)q 1 dx 2。 1 A 三 ）
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~/1 (,\xP + .!_(l - x)伊(x)dx 1—二。 A

= (>.S +打）[ ).立 十 :~I !"x)•
By arithmethic mean - geometric mean inequlity we get

垃;P +扭 - x)"~2xPl2(1 - x)q/2, x E [0, 1)

i.e.
1 1

垃;P +扣 - x)q 一 2< -x-Pl2(1 - x)-q/2, x E (O, 1).

[ AX• + ;~l - x)' 吐B(早 与釕
Thus

and

(fo1 f(x)dx) 2~ ~B(了干(-\S +荳）
For A=矗 we obtain (5)

The next theorem is somehow an improvement of inequality (3).

Theorem 2.4. Let J : [O, 1] ---+ R be dif/erentfob/e, with its derivative integrable and

CIJ(O)I~丨1 J(x)dx,
。

where C > 1. Then

/4(0)~ 尸(Cl- 1)211 f2(x)dx「尸(x)dx
。

Proof. By hypotesis and Schwarz inequality we have

f氕0) <
1 I

＿亨 j f2(x)dx.
。

On the other hand

IJ(t) - /(O)I = I 1t J'(x)dxl~11 lf'(x)ldx~(11 j'2位）dx严

for t E [O, l]. In~ergrating on [O, l] we get

l［廿(t) - J(O)ldt~(I 尸(x)dx) 112
。 。

(6)

(7)

(8)
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But by hypotesis we have

(C - l)lf(O)I :c:; /1 f(t)dt - IJ(O)I :c:; I l f(t)dtl - IJ(O)I

<: 1 /.1 (/(t) - /(O))dtl <:11 1/(t) - f(O)ldt

From (8) an<l (9) we have

(9)

汽0) :S (C~1)211 尸 (x)dx,

(7) and (10) give (G) and the proof is over.

(10)

3. Final C Ione us1011s, Exainples and Remarks

Corollary 3.1. ff f satysfies the conditions of Theorem 2.4 and is an increasing
function on {0,1} and C1 > 0, then

1 l
/4 (O) < — 丨 －！ 1

- . C2(C - 1)2Cf 。(((x)2n+l 2
2 +Ci)f(x)dx) J 尸 (x)dx (11)

。
where n EN.

Proof. Dccasue

/1 (x - 与211+1/(x)dx =「(1 2n+l
。 2 。 2

- - X) f (1 - X)dx

we get

2 11 (x - 护 i+l f (x)dx = fo1 (x - 护注1cf位）- f (1 - x))cl:c

＝『 仁－护 +i(J(x) - /(I - x))dx + [;, (x -~)'"+l(J(x) - f(I - x))dx

Since f is increasing on [O, 1 J it is easy to see that

［ 位＿与211+1/(x)dx?: 0
. 0 . 2

and then

Hence

j'((;·_与 in+l 1
。 2 + Ci)J(x)dx 2: C1 1 J(x)d:i;

丨f (O)I :S b fo1 J位）dx :S蕊 lat ((x - 护i+l + C1) J(x)dx
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or equivalently

/2(0)~C}Cf (11 ((x - 护1+1 +句 f(x)dx)2.

Using (10) and (12) we get (11) and the proof is over.

Example 3.2. If C = 2 and C1 = 园百 the inequality (9) becomes

1 1 1
,(0)~ 計 1 ((2x - .1)2n+l + l)J(x)dx)21 尸(x)dx

(12)

Corollary 3.3. If g is a convex funtction that satisfies the condit_ions of Th.2.1 then

(「f(x)dx) 4~二 00 _00

。
护(0) J !2位）dx丨92位）J爭 ）dx

0 0
(13)

Proof. Ti1e proof follows directly from (2) because in this case廌 ~x\:/x > 0.

Example 3.4. There are functions that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1 but
for wich the proof of the inequality does not follow trivially from Carlson's inequality (2)
like in Corrolary (3.3). One of these is

9位）= In
(x + 1) exp x

x2 + 1

Remark 3.5. The Hardy1s idea·presented in our introduction was very important
for the proof of Theore.ms 2.1 and 2.3. This idea ofproof is -.completely different from the
original proof of Carlson·, who in fact remarked that (1)'does noi .fallow from Holder1s
inequality in the following way:

00 00 00 00 00 00

芝 an~·(芷 吐）勺 三n21益）片L n-h) 1 = C(h)( 芷 吐）` 己n2h吐）i
n=l n=l n=l n=l n=l n=l

, because C(h) , oo when h, 1+.

Remark 3.6. A generalization of (2) in a different direction was recently done in
[2]. Some other generalizaions of Carlson1s inequalities can be found in the books 血
(l] and the references given there.
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